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Analysis
Plots analysing the double precision performance profile of GiMMiK in 
terms of fraction of peak memory bandwidth and fraction of peak FLOP/s 
can be seen on the right.  The fraction of peak obtained is indicated by 
both the colour and size of the point.

On the K40c the majority of matrices appear to be bandwidth bound.  For 
the GTX 780 Ti the denser matrices can be observed to achieve near peak 
double precision FLOP/s.  As the degree of sparsity is increased the ker-
nels—as with the K40c—become bandwidth bound.   The high fraction of 
peak bandwidth achieved by GiMMiK indicates that many of the kernels are 
close to the absolute optimal.
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GiMMiK Speedup
Plots analysing the speedup of GiMMiK relative to cuBLAS for the operator 
matrices in PyFR can be seen on the left.  The size of a matrix is given by 
MK and is shown on a log scale.  Sparsity denotes the fraction of zero ele-
ments.  The speedup is indicated by both the colour and size of the point.   

Crosses indicate a regression compared to cuBLAS.

Get GiMMiK
GiMMiK is open source and released under a three clause BSD license.  
Version 1.0.0 can be obtained from GitHub at:

https://github.com/vincentlab/GiMMiK

Introduction
PyFR [1] is a BSD licensed Python framework for solving the unsteady 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations on mixed unstructured grids using 
the high-order flux reconstruction (FR) approach.  PyFR supports all of the 
standard finite element types in two and three dimensions and can run on 
a range of hardware platforms—including NVIDIA GPUs.

The majority of operations within an FR step can be abstracted as block-
by-panel type matrix multiplications.  In such multiplications A is a small 
block of dimension M×K and B is a long panel of dimension K×N with N ≫ 

(K,M) [2,3].  In FR the A matrix is both constant and potentially sparse.  

Approximately 200 distinct operator matrices occur in practice with di-
mensions from 3×6 to 343×1029 and sparsity factors from 0% to 99%.

The runtime of PyFR is hence dominated by calls to BLAS.  Specifically, on 
NVIDIA GPUs, cuBLAS.  Hence, in order to substantially improve the per-
formance of PyFR it is necessary to beat cuBLAS for this particular class of 
matrices.

Our solution to this is called GiMMiK and employs runtime code genera-
tion to produce bespoke matrix multiplication kernels specialised to the 
entries of a given A matrix.

An example of a simulation performed using PyFR and GiMMiK of flow out 
of a serrated nozzle can be seen on the right.  The simulation was per-
formed at Reynolds number 15,000 on 256 NVIDIA K20X GPUs using 
200,000 hexahedral elements with fourth order solution polynomials.
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__global__ void 
gimmik_mm(const double* __restrict__ b,
          double* __restrict__ c,
          const int width,
          const int bstride,
          const int cstride)
{
    int index = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x;
    if (index < width)
    {
        const double *b_local = b + index;
        double *c_local = c + index;

        const double subterm_0 = b_local[2 * bstride];
        const double subterm_1 = b_local[0 * bstride];
        const double subterm_2 = b_local[1 * bstride];

        c_local[0 * cstride] = 0.5909769053580467 * subterm_0;
        c_local[1 * cstride] = 0.6344857400767476 * subterm_1;
        c_local[2 * cstride] = 0.9594166286064713 * subterm_0 
                                     + 0.7119187815275971 * subterm_2;
    }
}
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